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The structure of the adenovirus type 2 temperature-sensitive mutant 1 (Ad2ts1) was determined to a
resolution of 10 Å by cryo-electron microscopy single-particle reconstruction. Ad2ts1 was prepared at a
nonpermissive temperature and contains the precursor forms of the capsid proteins IIIa, VI, and VIII; the core
proteins VII, X (mu), and terminal protein (TP); and the L1-52K protein. Cell entry studies have shown that
although Ad2ts1 can bind the coxsackievirus and Ad receptor and undergo internalization via ␣v integrins, this
mutant does not escape from the early endosome and is targeted for degradation. Comparison of the Ad2ts1
structure to that of mature Ad indicates that Ad2ts1 has a different core architecture. The Ad2ts1 core is closely
associated with the icosahedral capsid, a connection which may be mediated by preproteins IIIa and VI.
Density within hexon cavities is assigned to preprotein VI, and membrane disruption assays show that hexon
shields the lytic activity of both the mature and precursor forms of protein VI. The internal surface of the
penton base in Ad2ts1 appears to be anchored to the core by interactions with preprotein IIIa. Our structural
analyses suggest that these connections to the core inhibit the release of the vertex proteins and lead to the cell
entry defect of Ad2ts1.
IX stabilize the group of nine hexons in the center of each facet
(11). However, more recent cryo-EM studies indicated that
only the N-terminal domain of protein IX forms these trimeric
assemblies (37, 38), while the C-terminal domain, which has a
long predicted ␣-helix with strong propensity for coiled coil
formation, associates in helical bundles at the facet edges (38).
Two cryo-EM studies support the assignment of the tetrameric
helical bundle on the capsid exterior to the C-terminal domain
of protein IX (10, 23). Curiously, 12 monomers of protein IX
per facet assemble into four trimers with their N-terminal
domains and three tetramers with their C-terminal domains.
The internal location for protein IIIa below the penton base
and surrounding peripentonal hexons was confirmed by a study
of virions with N-terminally tagged protein IIIa (39). Although
the locations for proteins VI and VIII have not been experimentally confirmed, these proteins are more than likely on the
internal side of the capsid, as there is no remaining unassigned
cryo-EM density on the exterior of the capsid. In addition,
proteins VI and VIII are two of the viral proteins that are
produced in precursor form and cleaved by the viral protease
during maturation of the assembled virion (22). The protease
is presumed to be packaged within the interior of the virion,
and therefore the assignment of proteins VI and VIII to the
interior of the capsid where they would be accessible to the
protease is logical. Density within the internal cavity of all 240
hexon trimers in the Ad capsid has been assigned to protein VI
on the basis of biochemical and temperature sensitivity studies
(38, 51).
Ad cell entry begins with attachment of the Ad fiber to either

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) studies of adenovirus
(Ad) combined with atomic resolution structures of component proteins (hexon, penton base, fiber, and protease) have
led to a detailed structural model for the mature Ad virion
(31). While the Ad protein capsid is icosahedral, the core does
not follow the overall symmetry of the particle, and thus the
core is not well represented in cryo-EM structures (43). The
core is composed of the 36-kb double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
genome complexed with four viral proteins (V, VII, mu, and
terminal protein [TP]) and the virally encoded cysteine protease. The core of the mature virion may also contain a few
copies of the L1-52K protein (7), a possible scaffolding protein
that is present in higher copy numbers in assembling virions
(18).
The capsid contains the major capsid proteins, hexon, penton base, and fiber, together with four minor capsid proteins
(IIIa, VI, VIII, and IX). Cryo-EM difference mapping analyses
have led to revised assignments for the locations of the minor
capsid proteins, with protein IX on the exterior and the other
three proteins on the inner capsid surface (9, 38). A scanning
transmission EM study indicated that four trimers of protein
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation and isolation of Ad2ts1. A549 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s
complete modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM
L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, 100 U of
penicillin G/ml, 0.3 mg of gentamicin/ml, and 10% fetal bovine serum. The
temperature-sensitive mutant Ad2ts1 was propagated in A459 cells at the nonpermissive temperature of 39.5°C. Cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection of 300 particles/cell with Ad2ts1 that had been previously grown at the
permissive temperature of 33°C. Infected cells were harvested after nearly complete cytopathic effect, approximately 60 h postinfection. Virus was purified from
freeze/thaw lysates by two rounds of CsCl density gradient ultracentrifugation,
dialyzed against Tris buffer at pH 8.0 (50 mM Tris, 130 mM NaCl, and 3 mM
KCl), and immediately prepared for cryo-EM. Ad2ts1 particles were compared
to wild-type Ad5 particles for the presence of unprocessed (preprotein) capsid
proteins as determined by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Cryo-EM. Cryo-EM grids were prepared as described by Saban et al. (37).
Briefly, 6-l samples of Ad2ts1 at a concentration of 614 g/ml were applied to
Quantifoil R2/4 holey carbon grids (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH) and vitrified
using the Vitrobot cryofixation device (FEI Company). Data collection was
performed on an FEI Polara (300 kV; FEG) transmission cryo-EM operated at
liquid nitrogen temperature and 300 kV with a Gatan UltraScan 4kx4k chargecoupled device camera. Eight data sets were collected with a total of 7,218
cryo-EMs. Data sets 1 through 4 were collected manually, and data sets 5
through 8 were collected using SAM, a semiautomatic data collection routine
(40). The absolute magnification for all data sets was ⬃⫻398,000.

Image processing. A total of 5,544 particle images were selected from the
micrographs using the automatic selection program VIRUS (1). The particles
were binned to 2502 pixels (4.6-Å pixels) for the initial rounds of refinement, and
later to 5002 or 7502 for processing with finer pixel sizes (3.1 Å and 1.55 Å,
respectively). The initial microscope defocus and astigmatism parameters were
determined with CTFFIND3 (27) and later refined with FREALIGN (16). During the initial stages of refinement, only the orientational parameters (translation
center and three Euler angles) were refined. In later rounds of refinement,
the absolute magnification was also refined on a per-particle image basis. The
cryo-EM structure of Ad35f (38) filtered to 12-Å resolution was used as the
starting model for refinement. A modified version of FREALIGN was used to
allow the input of externally determined particle centers (38). After each round
of refinement, several reconstructions were calculated with various thresholds for
the “phase residual” parameter calculated by FREALIGN, which is a weighted
correlation coefficient between particle and reference (16). The reconstruction
with the highest resolution for the icosahedral capsid (radii of 300 to 463 Å) as
assessed by the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 0.5 threshold was selected as the
input map for the subsequent round of refinement. After the final round of
refinement, two types of Ad2ts1 density maps were calculated: one including only
the capsid radial shell (300 to 463 Å) for resolution assessment and the other
including all radial shells so that the reconstruction would include the core and
fibers.
The final reconstruction presented in the figures includes 890 particle images,
corresponding to 16% of the data. Additional reconstructions were also calculated with up to 4,229 particles, or 76% of the data. The reconstructions based on
larger data subsets are nearly identical to the highest-resolution reconstruction
based on 16% of the data, except that they have slightly worse resolutions. The
map based on 76% of the data has an estimated resolution of 11.7 Å at the FSC
0.5 threshold, while the map based on 16% of the data has a resolution of 10.5
Å at the FSC 0.5 threshold.
In an attempt to examine the core structure, “core-only” reconstructions of
Ad2ts1 and Ad35f were calculated with FREALIGN by setting the outer radius
of the map to 300 Å or 325 Å. We applied various low-pass filters with resolution
cutoffs in the range of 20 to 100 Å to the core-only maps and examined them with
Chimera. No prominent, reproducible features were observed in either the
Ad2ts1 or Ad35f core reconstructions.
A temperature factor (B ⫽ ⫺300 Å2) was applied to the highest-resolution
Ad2ts1 and Ad35f reconstructions to restore high-resolution contrast using the
BFACTOR program (http://emlab.rose2.brandeis.edu/grigorieff). The FSC and
radial density plots were generated with MatLab.
Difference map analysis. A pseudoatomic facet composed of 18 copies of the
Ad5 hexon trimer (Protein Data Bank no. 1P30) (36) and 3 copies of the Ad2
penton base pentamer with fiber peptide (Protein Data Bank no. 1X9T) (52) was
generated. Optimal docked positions for hexon and penton base were found with
the “Fit Model in Map” function of USCF Chimera (32). The pseudoatomic
facet was filtered to the same resolution as the Ad2ts1 or control Ad35f (38)
cryo-EM structure and subtracted from the cryo-EM density map with IMAGIC
(45) to reveal density for the minor capsid proteins. All graphics figures were
produced with USCF Chimera.
Mass calculations for the Ad2ts1 and Ad35f cores. The following assumptions
were made for the mass calculations of the Ad2ts1 and Ad5 cores. Monomer
copy numbers per virion were as follows: protein II (hexon), 720; protein III
(penton base), 60; protein IIIa, 60; protein IV (fiber), 36; protein V, 170; protein
VI, 369; protein VII, 633; protein VIII, 120; protein IX, 240; protein X (mu),
125; TP, 2; and protease, 43 for mature Ad and 9 for Ad2ts1. The copy number
estimates for proteins V, VI, and VII are derived from mass spectrometry (20).
Biochemical estimates are used for protein X (mu) (19) and TP (5, 34). The
protease copy number of 43 in mature Ad is an average of three estimates, i.e.,
10, 50, or 70 copies per virion (2, 4, 22), and the protease copy number in Ad2ts1
is reduced fivefold (2). Since the copy number of L1-52K in the mature Ad virion
is controversial (7, 18) and since the copy number in the Ad2ts1 virion has been
estimated as just one to two molecules (18), we left this protein out of the mass
calculations. We assumed a mass of 23.7 MDa for the 36-kb dsDNA Ad2 and
Ad5 genomes. Our calculations indicate that the mass of the Ad2ts1 core is ⬃46
MDa, versus ⬃44 MDa for mature Ad5 core (a 5% difference). When the
internal capsid proteins are included in the calculation, the mass of the Ad2ts1
core is ⬃63 MDa, versus ⬃59 MDa for mature Ad5 (a 7% difference).
Quantification of core-plus-capsid and capsid-only average intensities in
cryo-EM particle images. Subsets of 100 cryo-EM particle images included in the
highest-resolution Ad2ts1 and Ad35f reconstructions were selected for analysis
of their two-dimensional projection density. A third subset of 100 Ad2ts1 particle
images that was excluded from the highest-resolution reconstruction but included in the reconstruction based on 76% of the data was also evaluated.
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coxsackievirus and Ad receptor (3) or CD46 (12), which serve
as the primary attachment receptors for Ad on most cell types
(31). Internalization via clathrin-mediated endocytosis is triggered by association of the Ad penton base with ␣v integrins
(49). Escape from the endosome is facilitated by the membrane lytic activity of protein VI, which is released from the
virion in the low-pH environment of the early endosome (50).
The stepwise dismantling of the Ad virion during cell entry has
been described biochemically (15) but has not been fully characterized structurally. After endosomal escape, the partially
uncoated Ad virion is transported along microtubules (44) to
the nucleus, where the viral genome is inserted into the nucleus
via a nuclear pore complex.
Propagation of an Ad2 temperature-sensitive mutant (Ad2ts1)
at nonpermissive temperatures (⬎39°C) results in the synthesis
of virions that have an uncoating defect (28, 30, 46). Although
these Ad2ts1 particles are capable of interacting with coxsackievirus and Ad receptor and undergoing internalization via
association with ␣v integrins, they are unable to escape the
early endosome and thus are targeted for degradation in lysosomes (13, 14). The Ad2ts1 genetic defect is a point mutation
(P137L) in protease that is linked to a defect in packaging into
the virion (33). In wild-type Ad virions, the protease is activated inside nascent virions by the viral DNA as well as an
11-amino-acid peptide from the C-terminal end of protein VI
(22). The Ad protease mediates the maturational cleavage of
six structural proteins, i.e., IIIa, VI, VII, VIII, mu, and TP, as
well as the presumed scaffolding protein L1-52K (26, 47, 48).
In Ad2ts1 particles these cleavages do not occur. The presence
of the precursor forms of these proteins in Ad2ts1 is associated
with greater capsid stability (42, 50).
Here we present a cryo-EM structural study of the Ad2ts1
particle that provides insight into the cell entry defect of this
temperature-sensitive mutant. Comparison of the Ad2ts1
structure with that of a mature Ad virion indicates that the
major differences are in the interior of the virion.
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RESULTS
Cryo-EM structure reveals differences between the Ad2ts1
core and the mature Ad core. A 10.5-Å-resolution cryo-EM
structure of the immature Ad2ts1 virion was calculated from
890 particle images selected from a total set of 5,544. Only a
relatively low percentage (16%) of the Ad2ts1 particle images
were included in the final, highest-resolution reconstruction.
Additional reconstructions were calculated including 50 to
76% of the data; however, these had lower resolutions. This
suggests either structural heterogeneity between the Ad2ts1
particles or variable signal-to-noise ratios in the cryoelectron
micrographs. A comparison of selected particle images included in the 16% map versus those rejected from the 16%
map but included in the 76% map indicates that there is variation in the signal-to-noise ratio. On average, the 76% map
includes noisier particle images than are included in the highest-resolution, 16% map. We suspect that the long (⬃360-Å)
and flexible Ad2 fiber present on the Ad2ts1 virions may lead
to varying thicknesses of vitreous ice on the cryo-EM grids.
This would in turn lead to variation in the signal-to-noise ratios
in the micrographs.
The highest-resolution Ad2ts1 cryo-EM structure has an estimated resolution of 10.5 Å at the FSC 0.5 threshold (Fig. 1)
(35). A cryo-EM structure of the mature Ad35f virion at 6.9-Å
resolution (FSC 0.5) is shown for comparison (38). The Ad35f
vector has an Ad5 capsid pseudotyped with an Ad35 fiber,
which is relatively short (⬃130 Å). Except for the different
fibers, the Ad35f cryo-EM structure serves as a reasonable
comparison structure for Ad2ts1. Excluding fiber, the Ad2 and
Ad5 structural proteins have identities of 86 to 100%. Therefore, the major differences between Ad2ts1 and Ad35f are the
fibers (Ad2 versus Ad35), the variable hexon surface loops, and
the presence of preproteins in Ad2ts1.
When both the Ad2ts1 and Ad35f cryo-EM structures are
filtered to the same resolution (10.5 Å), their outer icosahedral
capsid structures appear to be essentially indistinguishable, but

FIG. 1. Cryo-EM reconstructions of Ad2ts1 and Ad35f reveal a
major structural difference in the core of the virion. (A) Cropped view
of the Ad2ts1 reconstruction. The crop plane is colored by the density
value, with the strongest density in red and the weakest in green. The
protein/DNA-containing core displays predominantly strong density
(red). (B) Cropped view of the Ad35f reconstruction (38) with the crop
plane colored as in panel A. Both reconstructions are shown filtered
to 10.5-Å resolution. Scale bar, 100 Å. (C) An FSC plot indicating
a resolution range for Ad2ts1 of 10.5 Å to 8.6 Å (10.5 Å at FSC 0.5, 9.5
Å at FSC 0.3, and 8.6 Å at FSC 0.143). The resolution range for Ad35f
is 6.9 Å to 5.2 Å (6.9 Å at FSC 0.5, 6.1 Å at FSC 0.3, and 5.2 Å at FSC
0.143).

the core regions differ considerably (Fig. 1 and 2). When the
structures are colored by their reconstructed density values, as
in Fig. 1, the Ad35f core (green to yellow) appears weaker than
the surrounding capsid (green to red, with red representing the
strongest reconstructed density values). In contrast, the Ad2ts1
core (red) appears stronger than its surrounding capsid (green
to red). When the two structures are normalized to have the
same means and standard deviations, the average reconstructed density value in the Ad2ts1 core is 44% greater than
that in the Ad35f core. This effect is also evident in the average
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IMAGIC (45) was used to translationally center the selected particle images
according to the refined FREALIGN centers (x,y). The centered particles were
normalized (with the IMAGIC Norm-Variance command) and inverted (with
the IMAGIC Arithmetic-with-Image command, Invert subcommand) so that
protein density would have positive intensity values. Pixels with negative intensity
values then were set to zero (with the IMAGIC Arithmetic-with-Image command, Threshold subcommand). A circular mask (radius ⫽ 300 Å) was applied
to generate core-plus-capsid images, and radial masks (inner radius ⫽ 300 Å,
outer radius ⫽ 463 Å) were applied to generate capsid-only images (with the
IMAGIC Arithmetic-with-Image command, Circle and Ring subcommands).
The core-plus-capsid images contain projection information from the core as
well as from the top and bottom capsid surfaces. The capsid-only images contain
projection information from only the capsid around the outer edge of the particle
image (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The IMAGIC Survey command was used to calculate the average intensities for the core-plus-capsid and
capsid-only images.
Membrane disruption assay. Recombinant Ad5 protein VI and preprotein VI
were expressed in BL21(DE3) cells and purified as previously described (50).
Hexon protein was purified from Ad5-infected cells (41). Dioleoylphosphatidylcholine-dioleoylphosphatidylserine (75:25, mol%) liposomes containing 100 mM
sulforhodamine B (SulfoB) were prepared as described previously (50). The
effects of protein VI-hexon interactions on the in vitro membrane lytic activities
of protein VI and preprotein VI were determined by first incubating protein VI
or preprotein VI with increasing amounts of purified hexon for 30 min before
addition to SulfoB-containing liposomes at 37°C. The extent of SulfoB released
was measured 15 min after protein addition and expressed as a percentage of
total SulfoB released upon treatment with 0.5% Triton X-100.
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FIG. 2. The main differences between Ad2ts1 and Ad35f are on the
interior of the icosahedral capsid. (A) Views of the penton base with
a segment of protruding fiber. The fiber shafts of both virions are
flexible, and thus only short portions are reconstructed. Both structures are shown filtered to 10.5-Å resolution and radially color coded
(300 Å ⫽ red; 480 Å ⫽ blue). (B) Outer views of the vertex regions
showing a penton base with five surrounding hexons. (C) Side views of
the two vertex regions at similar isosurface contour levels. The Ad2ts1
capsid (yellow to blue) is closely associated with and connects to the
core of the virion (red). In contrast, the Ad35f capsid is separated from
the core by a gap in the density. (D) Inner views of the vertex regions
showing the strong core density for Ad2ts1 and the resolved internal
capsid density below the penton base and surrounding hexons for
Ad35f. Scale bars, 50 Å.

radial density profiles of the Ad2ts1 and Ad35f structures (Fig.
3). When the two profiles are normalized on the icosahedral
capsids, the Ad2ts1 core has significantly stronger reconstructed density values. These findings indicate that either the
immature core of Ad2ts1 is more ordered than the mature core
of Ad35f or there is significantly more molecular mass within
the Ad2ts1 core.
The proteome of the mature Ad5 virion has been analyzed
in detail by mass spectrometry (7, 20, 21). Numerous biochemical and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analyses (17, 18,
29, 30) have indicated that the protein composition of Ad2ts1
is similar to that of the mature virion but with precursor forms

of multiple viral proteins and a ⬃5-fold reduction in the encapsidation of protease. We estimated the total molecular
masses of the Ad2ts1 and Ad35f cores by considering the copy
numbers and molecular masses of the core components in both
their immature forms (for Ad2ts1) and mature forms (for
Ad35f). We also assumed that all of the small cleavage products generated by the Ad protease would be released from the
virion. These calculations indicate a difference of 5 to 7% in
total molecular mass between the Ad2ts1 and Ad5 cores, depending on whether or not the inner capsid proteins (IIIa, VI,
and VIII) are included in the calculation. Although the mature
core may have a slightly smaller total molecular mass than the
immature core of Ad2ts1, our calculations indicate that the
mass difference is not great enough to explain the significantly
stronger reconstructed density values of the Ad2ts1 core.
The results of the molecular mass calculations for the Ad2ts1
and Ad35f cores are supported by an analysis of the cryo-EM
particle images of Ad2ts1 and Ad35f. Using a subset of particle
images included in either the highest-resolution Ad2ts1 reconstruction or the Ad35f reconstruction, we quantitated the average signal intensity from the core plus capsid within a radius
of 300 Å and the average intensity from the capsid only within
the radial shell of 300 to 463 Å (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental
material). The ratio of the core-plus-capsid average intensity to
the capsid-only average intensity in the two-dimensional projection images is essentially the same for Ad2ts1 and Ad35f,
indicating that the Ad2ts1 core has approximately the same
total molecular mass as the mature Ad core. Our working
hypothesis for the observed core difference in the two reconstructions is that the Ad2ts1 has an increased level of icosahedral order.
The cryo-EM reconstruction also shows that the Ad2ts1 core
extends to and appears to be connected to the capsid (Fig. 2C).
Cryo-EM reconstructions of mature Ad virions, in contrast,
show the core to be clearly separated from the capsid with a
prominent gap below the capsid. These observations indicate
that the Ad core condenses, or undergoes a structural rearrangement, during the maturation process. This is supported
by a study showing that the Ad2ts1 chromatin is more resistant
to micrococcal nuclease digestion than the mature Ad chromatin (29). Since the Ad2ts1 core appears to be connected to
the capsid, condensation of the genome may be inhibited. The
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FIG. 3. Average radial density distributions of the Ad2ts1 and
Ad35f structures. Profiles for Ad2ts1 (solid line) and Ad35f (dashed
line) were calculated with the IMAGIC-5 Threed-radial-density-options routine. The two profiles were normalized in the radial shell (370
to 463 Å) indicated by the bracket and corresponding to the outer
portion of the icosahedral capsid.
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immature core might possess a greater degree of icosahedral
order by virtue of its association with the capsid, and this could
lead to a more densely reconstructed core even without a
significant difference in total mass.
The Ad2ts1 penton base is anchored to the viral core. One of
the reported phenotypes of Ad2ts1 is its failure to release the
fibers during cell entry (14), while wild-type Ad virions are
thought to lose their fibers or vertices early in the cell entry
pathway (15). This phenotype is somewhat difficult to explain
because neither the penton base nor the fiber is cleaved by the
viral protease, and thus Ad2ts1 contains the same forms of
these proteins as in Ad2. Comparison of the vertex regions of
the Ad2ts1 and Ad35f cryo-EM structures reveals no obvious
difference between the outer proteins of the virion that could
explain this property (Fig. 2A and B). The crystal structure of
the Ad2 penton base with the N-terminal region of fiber (52)
can be fit equally well into the vertex regions of the Ad2ts1 and
Ad35f cryo-EM reconstructions. When the vertex region is
viewed from inside the virion, well-resolved density below the
penton base of Ad35f is observed, while only the dense core of
Ad2ts1 can be seen (Fig. 2D). The density below the penton
base includes protein IIIa (38, 39), which is presumably interacting with the N-terminal tails of penton base (amino acids
[aa] 1 to 51) missing from the crystal structure.
Preprotein IIIa is cleaved by the protease, with the C-terminal 15 residues removed for both Ad2 and Ad5. The sequence
of preprotein IIIa from these two serotypes indicates that there
are three Arg residues in the C-terminal peptide that are
removed by the protease. We speculate that these positively
charged Arg residues may interact with the viral dsDNA genome. The cryo-EM structure of Ad2ts1 indicates that penton
base is anchored to the viral core, presumably via the precursor
form of protein IIIa.
Density inside the Ad2ts1 hexon cavities is assigned as preprotein VI. In order to more fully compare the structures of the
minor capsid components in Ad2ts1 and Ad35f, we docked the
atomic resolution structures of hexon (36) and penton base
with the N-terminal fiber peptide (52) into the cryo-EM density and generated difference maps for both virions. The
Ad2ts1 difference map shows density on the external capsid
surface corresponding to the fiber shaft, the RGD-containing
loop of penton base, surface loops of hexon missing from the
crystal structure, and protein IX (Fig. 4A). In addition, the
difference map also reveals density inside the cavity of every
hexon trimer in the shape of a “plug,” and this plug density
clearly connects to the viral core (Fig. 4B and C). Less prominent density within the Ad35f hexons has also been assigned
to protein VI on the basis of both biochemical and molecular
genetic information (38, 51). Preprotein VI is cleaved by the
protease, removing 33 aa from the N terminus and 11 aa from
the C terminus for both Ad2 and Ad5. We tentatively assign
the plug density found inside the cavity of every hexon in
Ad2ts1 as the precursor form of protein VI.
Assignments for preproteins IIIa and VIII on the inner
capsid. On the exterior capsid surface, the Ad2ts1 difference
map reveals density assigned to the N- and C-terminal domains
of protein IX (Fig. 5A). The dense core of Ad2ts1 complicates
the analysis of the internal capsid proteins; however, strong
density is observed at the locations assigned to mature proteins
IIIa and VIII in Ad35f (Fig. 5B). While the mature forms of

CRYO-EM STRUCTURE OF Ad2ts1

FIG. 4. Preprotein VI is assigned to density within the cavity of
every hexon trimer in Ad2ts1. (A) An enlarged facet (gray) consisting
of docked crystal structures of 18 hexon trimers and 3 penton base
pentamers is shown filtered to 10.5-Å resolution. The facet is superimposed on the Ad2ts1 difference density, which is radially color coded
as in Fig. 2. The external difference density includes the protruding
fiber shaft, surface loops of hexon and penton base missing from their
respective crystal structures, and density assigned to protein IX.
(B) Cropping away the top ⬃80 Å of the facet reveals difference
density inside of every hexon trimer (green). Similar density within the
Ad35f hexons has been assigned to protein VI (38). The density within
every hexon of Ad2ts1 is tentatively assigned as preprotein VI. (C) Side
cropped view of a peripentonal hexon within the facet (gray) with the
internal difference density in the shape of a “plug,” which connects
to the Ad2ts1 core (yellow to red). Scale bars, 100 Å.
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proteins IIIa and VIII are separated from the core in Ad35f,
the precursor forms in Ad2ts1 appear to be anchored to the
core. Both preproteins IIIa and VIII are cleaved by the protease, which could lead to their separation from the core.
Mass spectrometry has indicated that the Ad5 preprotein
VIII is cleaved at two sites, with the resulting fragment 1 (12.1
kDa) and fragment 3 (7.6 kDa) retained in the mature virion

(20). It is not clear whether fragment 2 of protein VIII is
retained or released. The resolution of the Ad35f cryo-EM
structure, 6.9 Å, is high enough to reveal ␣-helices within
protein IIIa and the density assigned to protein VIII (38). The
observation of one relatively long (⬃35-Å) ␣-helix in the protein VIII density (Fig. 5C) is consistent with the secondary
structure prediction of a ⬃22-aa ␣-helix in fragment 1 (see Fig.
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FIG. 5. Density assigned to protein IX and preproteins IIIa and VIII is found within Ad2ts1. (A) The Ad2ts1 difference map (filtered to 10.5
Å) and the Ad35f difference map (filtered to 10.5 Å resolution) are shown superimposed on a portion of the facet (gray). The density assigned
to the N-terminal domain of protein IX is outlined with triangles, and that assigned to the C-terminal domain of protein IX is within ovals (38).
(B) Cropping away the top ⬃100 Å reveals internal difference density below the penton base and hexons assigned to preproteins IIIa (oval) and
VIII (rectangle) in Ad2ts1 and the mature forms of proteins IIIa and VIII in Ad35f. (C) Rotating by 180° and enlarging one copy of preprotein
VIII (left, transparent) or mature protein VIII (right, transparent) shows the density rod assigned to the predicted 22-aa ␣-helix (red) in fragment
1 of protein VIII. In panel C the Ad35f density is shown filtered to 6.9 Å so that ␣-helical rod is well resolved. The internal Ad2ts1 difference density
in panels B and C is shown with a relatively high isosurface contour level (0.65, versus 0.37 in panel A) so that the density assigned to precursor
proteins can be resolved from the core. The Ad35f difference density is shown with an isosurface contour level of 0.85 to reveal the ␣-helical
nature of the C-terminal domain of proteins IX, as well as proteins IIIa and VIII. In panels A and B the Ad2ts1 and Ad35f difference density maps
are shown radially color coded as in Fig. 2. Scale bar, 50 Å.
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S2 in the supplemental material). The more moderate resolution of the Ad2ts1 cryo-EM structure, 10.5 Å, does not show as
clearly resolved ␣-helices. Nevertheless, Ad2ts1 does appear to
contain a density rod at the same site, suggesting that the
N-terminal region of preprotein VIII (aa 1 to 111) is associated
with the capsid.
Hexon shields protein VI and preprotein VI membrane lytic
activity. Protein VI has long been referred to as a hexonassociated protein (8, 25). More recently, protein VI has been
identified as a membrane lytic factor of Ad (50). Both recombinant protein VI and its precursor form have been shown to
possess membrane lytic activity in liposome disruption assays.
Here we present data showing that purified hexon inhibits the
membrane lytic activities of both protein VI and preprotein VI
(Fig. 6). Inhibition was saturable, with a maximal reduction in
membrane lytic activity of ⬃60%. These results indicate that
the membrane lytic domains of protein VI and preprotein VI
are equivalently shielded by hexon.
DISCUSSION
The Ad core condenses and becomes less symmetrically ordered during maturation. The Ad2ts1 cryo-EM structure indicates that the core of this mutant virus is connected to the
icosahedral capsid and that the core may have partial icosahedral order. As the wild-type Ad core undergoes maturation,
involving the proteolytic cleavage of precursors of seven core
and inner capsid proteins, the core condenses and separates
from the icosahedral outer capsid, leading to a less symmetrically arranged structure for the DNA/protein viral core. The
moderate resolution (⬃10 Å) of the Ad2ts1 cryo-EM structure
does not allow us to visualize precisely which precursor proteins are mediating the capsid/core association in Ad2ts1.
However, two studies have found that the capsid protein VI
interacts with the core protein V (6, 24). Therefore, we deduce
that the preprotein VI, which is present in ⬃369 copies per
virion (20), is likely to bind to both hexon in the capsid and
protein V in the core and contribute to the observed capsid/
core connection in Ad2ts1. This is in agreement with observations by Mirza and Weber that preprotein VI is associated with

Ad2ts1 cores isolated by pyridine treatment but that protein VI
is not associated with mature cores (29, 30). Preprotein IIIa,
which is present in 60 copies per virion and which is underneath the vertices, is also likely to contribute to the observed
Ad2ts1 capsid/core connection. The protein IIIa precursor may
be anchored to the Ad2ts1 core by its arginine-rich C-terminal
peptide region. The protease removes the arginine-rich region,
and thus the mature protein IIIa may be more closely associated with the capsid than with the core.
Vertex release may require a conformational change that is
blocked in Ad2ts1. A conformational change in the vertex region has been proposed after the interaction of Ad with integrins on the cell surface (14). Alternatively, conformational
changes in the vertex proteins may be triggered by the low-pH
environment of the endosome. These conformational changes
are thought to lead to release of the vertex proteins, including
penton base, fiber, protein IIIa, and the membrane lytic protein VI (50). Comparison of the Ad2ts1 cryo-EM structure with
that of Ad35f, which contains the mature Ad5 structural proteins with an Ad35 fiber, indicates no obvious differences on
the outer surface of the icosahedral capsid. Differences are
found, however, on the inner surface of the capsid below the
penton base. Docking of the crystal structure into cryo-EM Ad
structures shows that the N-terminal 51-aa tails of penton base,
which are missing from the crystal structure, are oriented toward the viral core (9, 37, 38). We have previously postulated
that the N-terminal tails of penton base interact with protein
IIIa in the mature Ad virion (38). It seems likely that this
interaction also occurs in Ad2ts1 with preprotein IIIa. Anchoring of the penton base to the Ad2ts1 core via the preprotein
IIIa may block the proposed conformational change in the
vertex region (Fig. 7). Additionally, anchoring of the hexons to
the immature core by preprotein VI may also contribute to the
higher stability of Ad2ts1.
The stability of Ad2ts1 can be partially overcome by high
temperature. In vitro uncoating assays with Ad2ts1 indicate
that ⬃50% of penton base, fiber, and protein IIIa is released at
pH 7.4 and 50°C, while ⬃100% of preprotein VI is retained in
the virion (50). In contrast, wild-type Ad5 virions at the same
pH release the vertex proteins (penton base, fiber, and protein
IIIa) together with protein VI and at a lower temperature of
⬃45°C. Another study comparing the uncoating of Ad2ts1 and
Ad5 found that for Ad5 at neutral pH, protein VI and fiber
both dissociated at 49°C. For Ad2ts1, fiber dissociation occurred at 49°C, but preprotein VI dissociation was observed
only at above 67°C (42). This uncoating information together
with the Ad2ts1 structure indicates that vertex release is inhibited in Ad2ts1 and that even if this inhibition is overcome with
high temperature (50 to 67°C), preprotein VI remains firmly
anchored to the immature core.
It has been shown previously that both protein VI and
preprotein VI have membrane lytic activity (50). We present
data indicating that hexon can shield the membrane lytic
activities of both the mature and preprotein forms of protein VI equally well. Thermal disassembly studies indicate
that mature wild-type Ad virions release ⬃80% of penton
base with ⬃25% of the hexons in the Ad capsid and a large
percentage (⬃80%) of protein VI (50). If the cryo-EM density assignment for protein VI is correct and protein VI is
associated with all of the hexons in the capsid, then homo-
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FIG. 6. Hexon binding shields protein VI and preprotein VI membrane lytic activities. Recombinant protein VI or preprotein VI was
incubated with increasing amounts of purified hexon for 30 min before
addition to SulfoB-containing liposomes at 37°C. The percentage of
SulfoB released was measured 15 min after protein addition to liposomes. Protein VI (black circles) or preprotein VI (white circles) was
present at a final concentration of 20 nM. Error bars represent standard errors of the means.
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typic interactions between protein VI monomers would explain the simultaneous release of a high percentage of this
protein (Fig. 7A) (38). Uncoating assays indicate that the
preprotein VI is not released from Ad2ts1 even at 60°C (pH
7.4). The cryo-EM structure indicates that preprotein VI is
associated with both the capsid hexons and the immature
core (Fig. 7B), and presumably the interaction with the core
is stronger. Since preprotein VI is not released, Ad2ts1
cannot escape from the endosome in a timely manner and is
targeted to lysosomes for degradation (14).
In conclusion, the cryo-EM structure of Ad2ts1 reveals a
virion in which the core protein/DNA has not condensed and
separated from the capsid as in mature Ad. The interaction
between the capsid and core is presumably mediated by one or
more of the precursor proteins, with IIIa and VI being likely
candidates. Preprotein IIIa has an arginine-rich C-terminal
peptide tail, which is cleaved by the protease and which may
associate with the dsDNA viral genome. Protein VI is known
to associate with core protein V (6, 24), and preprotein VI is
retained in pyridine cores (30), making it a second likely candidate. The cryo-EM observation that the Ad2ts1 capsid and
core are associated is consistent with functional studies showing that Ad2ts1 is more stable than wild-type mature virions
(17, 50). The finding that Ad2ts1 fails to release its vertex
proteins (14), combined with the cryo-EM observation of no
obvious differences between the external surfaces of Ad2ts1
and a mature Ad virion, indicates that the capsid/core connection plays a role in the disassembly defect of Ad2ts1. Our
structural analyses suggest that vertex release and disassembly
are impeded in Ad2ts1 by linkage of the penton base to preprotein IIIa and to the immature core.
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